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Abstract

There are several anomalies of the middle cerebral artery (MCA) in humans, such as accessory MCA, duplicated MCA, fenestration of MCA, and duplicated origin of MCA. Recently, unfused or twig-like MCA, which indicates MCA trunk occlusion with collateral plexiform arterial network, have been reported. During the embryonic stage, MCA is thought to generate from plexiform arterial twigs arising from the anterior cerebral artery, and these twigs form the definitive MCA by fusion and regression at the end of the development stage. Any interruption during the fusion of the arterial twigs may result in MCA anomalies, and the unfused or twig-like MCA, especially, is hypothesized to be the persistent primitive arterial twigs. Clinically, it is challenging to differentiate the unfused or twig-like MCA from unilateral moyamoya disease, in which stenotic change begins at the MCA. The knowledge of the anomalies of the MCA is important to perform a safe surgical or endovascular intervention.
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Introduction

Middle cerebral artery (MCA) is the largest and most complex of cerebral arteries, because the cerebral neocortex has significantly developed in humans. MCA is a recent phylogenetic acquisition and can be considered as a collateral branch of the anterior cerebral artery (ACA).¹) Anomalies of the MCA occur less frequently than anomalies of the other major intracranial arteries. MCA anomalies such as accessory MCA, duplicated MCA, duplicated origin of MCA and fenestration of MCA might be found in humans.²–⁷) Recently, several reports describing unfused or twig-like MCA, in which the MCA trunk has been occluded with the collateral plexiform arterial network have been published.⁸–¹²) Their clinical features and pathogenesis are not yet known.

In this article, we elucidate the anatomical variation of MCA from the embryological perspective and discuss the relationship between twig-like MCA and moyamoya disease (MMD).

Embryology of the MCA

Padget’s detailed description of the development of cranial arteries, published in 1948, provides useful information about the embryology of MCA.¹³) When the embryo is 28–30 days old (crown-rump length 4–5 mm), internal carotid artery (ICA) divides into a cranial and a caudal branch (Fig. 1A).

The ACA is a continuation of the cranial branch, and MCA is one of its collaterals. The caudal branch later develops into a posterior communicating artery. When the embryo is 31–33 days old (7–12 mm), the primary cranial branch of ICA gives rise to several branches. The largest of these is the primitive anterior choroidal artery (Fig. 1B). At 34–36 days of the embryonal stage (12–14 mm), the anterior choroidal artery becomes quite prominent. Just distal to the anterior choroidal artery, multiple plexiform arterial twigs appear, which later develop into lateral striate arteries and the trunk of MCA by fusion and regression (Fig. 1C). The terminal end of the cranial division of the carotid constitutes the primitive olfactory artery (POA). It has two branches, a primary branch to the nasal fossa, and a secondary branch passing more medially to the emerging olfactory nerve root. The latter is the medial olfactory artery, which joins with the artery from the contralateral side, in the mid-line region of the future anterior communicating artery. By 39–41 days of the embryo (16–18 mm), the MCA becomes a prominent stem, with plexiform arteries, which enter the lateral part of anterior perforated substance, for supply to the striatum. At 43–45 days of the embryo (20–24 mm), the POA dwindles. On the other hand, larger derivatives of the POA extend laterally, to enter the mesial part of the anterior substance, for supplying the basal ganglia (Fig. 1D). They are the recurrent artery of Heubner (RAH) and medial striate arteries, which may have potential anastomosis with lateral striate groups (Fig. 1E). Finally, at 40 mm stage of
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The MCA has several anomalies, although they occur less frequently than the variations of other major cranial arteries. The MCA normally arises from the ICA as a single artery. In some cases, two MCAs arise from the ICA, such as accessory MCA or duplicated MCA. In MCA fenestration, MCA originates as a single trunk, but there is a presence of a fenestration. The term, duplicated origin of the MCA indicates an anomaly wherein, two MCA arise separately from the terminal segment of ICA and fuse to form an arterial ring. In the twig-like MCA anomaly, there is no MCA trunk, but a twig-like arterial network instead.

Double origin of MCA (Accessory MCA, duplicated MCA, and duplicated origin of MCA) and fenestration of MCA

The term accessory MCA was first used by Crompton in 1962, to describe a vessel that passes into the Sylvian fissure along with the MCA; the term included both, the duplication and accessory MCA as currently defined. In 1973, Teal et al. proposed that the term accessory MCA be restricted to the anomalous artery that arises from the ACA; and the branch arising from ICA be termed as duplication of MCA. Today, Teal's classification is widely accepted. The incidence of accessory MCA in angiographic and anatomical studies is reported to be 0.3–4.0% and that of duplicated MCA 0.2–2.9%.

There are several explanations regarding the embryologic origins of accessory and duplicated MCA. Handa et al. suggested that the accessory MCA represents hypertrophy of the RAH; however, the accessory MCA and RAH may coexist, and this hypothesis was rejected. Takahashi et al. proposed that the accessory MCA could be considered as a persistent form of anastomotic channels between medial striate arteries from the ACA and lateral striate arteries from the MCA (Fig. 2A). Komiyama et al. suggested that the development of accessory and/or duplicated MCA is an anomalously early ramification of the early branches of MCA, because they have a consistent cortical supply through the accessory and duplicated MCA to the anterior frontal lobe and anterior temporal lobe, respectively (Fig. 2B).
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The failure of fusion may result in two MCA trunks. Usually, the larger trunk is defined as main MCA trunk. If the smaller trunk arises distal to the main MCA, it is defined as an accessory MCA. Conversely, if the smaller trunk arises proximal to the main MCA, it is defined as a duplicated MCA. If the size of both MCA trunks is equal, it is difficult to define the main trunk (Fig. 3). Lasjaunius et al. considered the proximal trunk of double MCA as the main MCA, which should have only cortical branches without any perforating arteries. However, the duplicated MCA may have perforating arteries.

Uchino et al. reported four cases of duplicated origin of the MCA, which represented a prevalence of 0.11%. They speculated that the duplicated origin of the MCA is formed by distal fusion of the duplicated MCA or accessory MCA.

MCA fenestration is rare. Selective cerebral angiographic prevalence has been reported to be 0.17–0.43%. Gailloud et al. reported a high frequency of associated early branching of the temporopolar artery, from the inferior limb of a fenestration segment of the MCA. They hypothesized that MCA fenestration results when the early branching of temporopolar artery causes failure in fusion of the primitive arterial network of MCA.

Twig-like MCA

Double origin of the MCA and fenestration of MCA, may form due to the failure in fusion of primitive arterial network of the MCA. However, the pathogenesis of the unfused/twig-like MCA is not yet well known.

In 2005, Cekirge et al. reported one case of an occluded MCA trunk with collateral plexiform arterial network and named this variation as embryonic unfused MCA, and Liu et al. reported two cases and named them as twig-like MCA. In 2012, Seo et al. reported the largest series with 15 cases and named the finding as aplastic or twig-like MCA. Recently, Shin et al. reported four cases, and Akkan et al. reported six cases. Common angiographical features of these cases were as follows; 1) a stenocclusive lesion can be seen on the unilateral MCA, 2) plexiform arterial network exists instead of the main MCA trunk, 3) perforators arise from the plexiform arterial network, and 4) cortical branches beyond the occluded MCA trunk have anterograde flow with normal configuration. Although almost half the cases presented with intracranial hemorrhage, few cases were found incidentally. The authors speculated that unfused/twig-like MCA might be the persistent fetal arterial network of primitive MCAs formed due to regression interference.
At our institute, we have come across two cases of twig-like MCAs. Case 1: A 56-year-old healthy man underwent Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging of the brain, which indicated left MCA occlusion (Fig. 4A). Conventional and three-dimensional (3D) rotational angiography (RA) revealed a twig-like MCA (Figs. 4B and 4C). As he was asymptomatic, he did not undergo any surgical intervention. Follow-up MR angiography at 35 months did not reveal any changes. Case 2: A 77-year-old woman presented with subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH). Although MR angiography performed 7 years earlier had detected an abnormality on her left MCA (Fig. 5A), she underwent no surgical intervention at that time, since she was asymptomatic. Conventional angiography and 3D-RA at this time revealed an aneurysm in a twig-like MCA (Figs. 5B and 5C).

The most important differential diagnosis of the twig-like MCA is moyamoya disease (MMD). MMD is a progressive steno-occlusive disease, which typically affects bilateral supraclinoid ICAs while sparing the posterior circulation. Although previous diagnostic criteria for MMD required bilateral findings, the revised edition presented by Japan Intractable Diseases Information Center in 2015 does not necessarily require bilateral involvement. In fact, Kawano et al. reported seventeen (27%) of 64 patients with unilateral occlusive disease of the circle of Willis, who developed bilateral lesions during a period of 1–7 years. Smith and Scott reported that 10 (30%) of 33 patients progressed to bilateral lesions during a period 1–16 years. Recently, a patient with MMD in whom the stenotic change initiated in a unilateral MCA trunk, but progressed to bilateral lesions, has been reported. Thus, it is extremely difficult to distinguish a twig-like MCA from unilateral MMD. In 15 cases series of twig-like MCA reported by Seo, four patients underwent follow-up catheter angiography, and two patients underwent CT or MR angiography. During a mean 31-month follow-up period, no patients developed bilateral lesions.

Cerebral arteries of patients with MMD, include ICA, ACA, and MCA, formed normally at birth. The cerebral arteries are gradually occluded near...
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the terminal portion of ICA. Kuroda et al. demonstrated the specific shrinkage of the involved arteries in MMD by using 3D constructive interference in steady state (CISS) and direct surgical inspection.\textsuperscript{[25]} On the other hand, a twig-like MCA should already have been formed at birth, if the hypothesis that the twig-like MCA is the persistent fetal arterial network, is correct. If an infant with a twig-like MCA is found, the hypothesis is persuasive. However, the youngest patient reported with a twig-like MCA is a 10-year-old girl mentioned by Seo et al.\textsuperscript{[10]} At this time, there is no definitive evidence that supports the hypothesis that the twig-like MCA is the persistent fetal arterial network.

Although the pathogenesis of MMD is still unclear, the strong association of genetic variant RNF213 c.14576G > A with definitive MMD among the East Asian populations has been reported recently.\textsuperscript{[26,27]} How the RNF213 abnormality leads to MMD is still unknown. Miyawaki et al. reported that RNF213 variant was found in 73% of definitive MMD patients, compared to 1.8% in the normal control group.\textsuperscript{[28]} Interestingly, they also found the RNF213 variant in 50% of unilateral MMD patients. As mentioned above, since it is difficult to distinguish a twig-like MCA from unilateral MMD, there might be two types of patients in the unilateral MMD group. One group might be “definitive” MMD, in which the lesion develops bilaterally. Another group of patients might be those with twig-like MCA, who are asymptomatic. Analysis of the RNF213 variant may help in the differential diagnosis of twig-like MCA from MMD.

Conclusion

MCA anomalies occur less frequently than anomalies of other major intracranial arteries. Accessory MCA, duplicated MCA, duplicated origin of MCA, and fenestration of MCA may form due to the failure in fusion of the primitive arterial network. Although these anomalies are asymptomatic, and do not require intervention, knowledge of the anomalous configuration of the MCA is essential in neurosurgical and neuro-interventional practice. Whether the twig-like MCA is the persistent fetal network of the primitive MCA is still unclear. Analysis of the RNF213 variant in patients with twig-like MCA will identify the pathogenesis of the twig-like MCA, and make the differential diagnosis from MMD possible.
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